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(54) DRUG PACKAGING DEVICE

(57) A medicine dispensing and packing apparatus
includes a powder supplying portion, a plurality of powder
dividing portions, a dispensing and packing portion, a
control portion, and an input portion. The input portion
includes an input screen. In a case where a number of
packets larger than a maximum number of divisions by
which one powder dividing portion can divide powder and
a dividing portion use instruction to perform dispensing
and packing using the plurality of powder dividing por-

tions are inputted to the control portion by a user’s oper-
ation on the input screen, the control portion makes al-
locations of the inputted number of packets to the powder
dividing portions within a range not exceeding the max-
imum number of divisions, and controls the powder sup-
plying portion, the plurality of powder dividing portions,
and the dispensing and packing portion on a basis of the
allocations.
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Description

[0001] The present application claims priority to Japa-
nese Patent Application No. 2011-245906, the contents
of which are incorporated by reference herein.

FIELD

[0002] The present invention relates to a medicine dis-
pensing and packing apparatus that can dispense and
pack powder.

BACKGROUND

[0003] A conventionally known medicine dispensing
and packing apparatus of this type includes: a powder
supplying portion that supplies powder; a plurality of pow-
der dividing portions that divide the powder supplied from
the powder supplying portion, into a plurality of portions
by a predetermined dose; a dispensing and packing por-
tion that dispenses and packs each dose of the powder
divided by each of the powder dividing portions; a control
portion that controls the powder supplying portion, the
powder dividing portions, and the dispensing and packing
portion; and an input portion through which the number
of packets is inputted to the control portion (see, for ex-
ample, Patent Literature 1 given below).
[0004] In such a medicine dispensing and packing ap-
paratus, when the number of packets is inputted through
a keyboard as the input portion, the control portion con-
trols the powder supplying portion, the powder dividing
portions, and the dispensing and packing portion to per-
form dispensing and packing, on the basis of the inputted
contents.
[0005] Meanwhile, limitations on the number of days
of prescription have been relaxed in Japan. Consequent-
ly, for example, in a prescription for a patient who needs
to be on long-term medication, it has become possible
to order the long-term medication at a time. When the
long-term medication is ordered at a time in this way, the
number of packets is larger accordingly. Hence, a
number of packets that exceeds the maximum number
of divisions by which one powder dividing portion can
divide powder may be ordered depending on an ordered
period of medication.
[0006] In the case where a number of packets that ex-
ceeds the maximum number of divisions is ordered in
this way, the conventional medicine dispensing and
packing apparatus performs dispensing and packing by
dividing such a large number of packets into some divi-
sional units. Specifically, in the conventional medicine
dispensing and packing apparatus, when a large number
of packets is inputted through the input portion, the
number of packets is divided into a predetermined
number of divisions, and the control portion controls the
powder supplying portion, the powder dividing portions,
and the dispensing and packing portion such that the
dispensing and packing is performed in order for each

divided divisional unit.
[0007] Unfortunately, in the conventional medicine dis-
pensing and packing apparatus, when an inputted large
number of packets is divided into divisional units, a user
such as a pharmacist needs to repetitively input and cal-
culate the number of divisions until an appropriate
number of divisions is obtained. Further, because such
input work needs to be performed through the keyboard
as the input portion, the operation is difficult for the user,
and the input and the calculation are time-consuming and
troublesome.

CITATION LIST

Patent Literature

[0008]

Patent Literature 1: Japanese Patent Laid-Open No.
2007-97667

SUMMARY

Technical Problem

[0009] The present invention, which has been made in
view of the above-mentioned circumstances, has an ob-
ject to provide a medicine dispensing and packing appa-
ratus that can simply perform dispensing and packing
work without requiring a user such as a pharmacist to
repetitively perform troublesome input and calculation.

Solution to Problem

[0010] The present invention has been made in order
to achieve the above-mentioned object, and a medicine
dispensing and packing apparatus according to the
present invention includes: a powder supplying portion
that supplies powder; a plurality of powder dividing por-
tions that divide the powder supplied from the powder
supplying portion, into a plurality of portions by a prede-
termined dose; a dispensing and packing portion that dis-
penses and packs each dose of the powder divided by
each of the plurality of powder dividing portions; a control
portion that controls the powder supplying portion, the
plurality of powder dividing portions, and the dispensing
and packing portion; and an input portion through which
prescription information is inputted to the control portion.
The input portion includes an input screen to be operated
by a user to input the prescription information. In a case
where a number of packets larger than a maximum
number of divisions by which one powder dividing portion
can divide the powder and a dividing portion use instruc-
tion to dispense and pack the powder using the plurality
of powder dividing portions are inputted as the prescrip-
tion information to the control portion by operating the
input screen, the control portion makes allocations of the
inputted number of packets to the powder dividing por-
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tions within a range not exceeding the maximum number
of divisions, and controls the powder supplying portion,
the plurality of powder dividing portions, and the dispens-
ing and packing portion on a basis of the allocations.
[0011] Further, in the medicine dispensing and packing
apparatus according to the present invention, a number-
of-packet input portion for enabling the user to input the
number of packets may be displayed on the input screen.
In a case where the number of packets larger than the
maximum number of divisions is inputted by operating
the number-of-packet input portion, a dividing portion use
instruction input portion for enabling the user to input the
dividing portion use instruction may be displayed in an
operable state on the input screen. In a case where the
dividing portion use instruction is inputted by operating
the dividing portion use instruction input portion, the con-
trol portion may consecutively use the plurality of powder
dividing portions to dispense and pack the powder, on
the basis of the allocations.
[0012] Furthermore, in the medicine dispensing and
packing apparatus according to the present invention, in
a case where the number of packets and the dividing
portion use instruction are inputted, a dividing portion or-
der input portion for enabling the user to give an instruc-
tion on an order of use of the plurality of powder dividing
portions may be displayed in an operable state on the
input screen. The control portion may use the plurality of
powder dividing portions one after another to dispense
and pack the powder, on the basis of the order on which
the instruction is given by operating the dividing portion
order input portion.
[0013] Still further, in the medicine dispensing and
packing apparatus according to the present invention, a
plurality of allocation display portions for displaying the
numbers of packets respectively allocated to the powder
dividing portions may be displayed on the input screen
so as to respectively correspond to the powder dividing
portions.
[0014] Further, in the medicine dispensing and packing
apparatus according to the present invention, the num-
bers of packets respectively displayed in the allocation
display portions may be integers.
[0015] Furthermore, in the medicine dispensing and
packing apparatus according to the present invention,
the numbers of packets respectively displayed in the al-
location display portions may be equal numbers.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0016]

FIG. 1 is a schematic view illustrating an embodiment
of a medicine dispensing and packing apparatus ac-
cording to the present invention.
FIG. 2 is a cross sectional view taken along a line A-
A in FIG. 1.
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of the medicine dispensing
and packing apparatus.

FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating a menu screen of an
input screen of the medicine dispensing and packing
apparatus.
FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrating a usage input screen
of the input screen of the medicine dispensing and
packing apparatus.
FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating a dispensing and
packing information input screen of the input screen
of the medicine dispensing and packing apparatus.
FIG. 7 is a diagram illustrating an operation screen
of the input screen of the medicine dispensing and
packing apparatus.
FIG. 8 is a diagram illustrating the operation screen
of the input screen of the medicine dispensing and
packing apparatus, the diagram illustrating a screen
for selecting the order of use of a plurality of powder
dividing portions.
FIG. 9 is a diagram illustrating the operation screen
of the input screen of the medicine dispensing and
packing apparatus, the diagram illustrating a screen
for setting an allocation to each of the plurality of
powder dividing portions.
FIG. 10 is a flow chart illustrating a procedure for
inputting and setting prescription information con-
cerning consecutive use in the medicine dispensing
and packing apparatus.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0017] Hereinafter, an embodiment of a medicine dis-
pensing and packing apparatus according to the present
invention is described in detail with reference to the draw-
ings.
[0018] FIG. 1 illustrates a medicine dispensing and
packing apparatus 1 according to the present embodi-
ment. The medicine dispensing and packing apparatus
1 is an apparatus that can dispense and pack powder
and tablets separately or together. The medicine dis-
pensing and packing apparatus 1 includes: a powder dis-
tributing portion 2 used for powder; a tablet distributing
portion 3 used for tablets; a dispensing and packing por-
tion 4 that dispenses and packs powder M and tablets
respectively distributed by the powder distributing portion
2 and the tablet distributing portion 3, separately or to-
gether; a printing portion 5 that performs printing on pack-
ing paper P used for the dispensing and packing; a control
portion 6 that controls these portions; and an input portion
7 through which prescription information is inputted to
the control portion 6.
[0019] As illustrated in FIGS. 1 and 2, the powder dis-
tributing portion 2 includes: powder supplying portions
21 that supply the powder M; and powder dividing por-
tions 22 that divide the powder M supplied from the pow-
der supplying portions 21, into a plurality of portions by
a predetermined dose.
[0020] The powder supplying portions 21 each include:
a hopper 211 into which the powder M is put; and a feeder
212 that supplies the powder M put into the hopper 211,
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at a constant feeding speed. In the present embodiment,
as illustrated in FIG. 2, the powder supplying portions 21
are respectively provided for the powder dividing portions
22 on a one-to-one basis, and can be used to respectively
supply the powder M to the powder dividing portions 22.
[0021] The powder dividing portions 22 each include:
a rotating table 221 on which the powder M supplied from
each powder supplying portion 21 is mounted; and a
scooper 222 that scoops the powder M on the rotating
table 221 by a predetermined dose. The powder distrib-
uting portion 2 of the present embodiment includes the
two powder dividing portions 22, 22 arranged side by
side, and each powder dividing portion 22 can divide the
powder M.
[0022] The rotating table 221 is a horizontally placed
disc-shaped table, and is rotatable about a rotating axis
C (the central axis of the disc shape) along the top-bottom
direction. The peripheral portion of the rotating table 221
is provided with a concave portion 2211 opened upward.
As illustrated in FIG. 1, the powder M supplied from each
powder supplying portion 21 is put (deposited) in the con-
cave portion 2211.
[0023] The scooper 222 includes: a stopper 2221 that
stops the powder M put in the concave portion 2211 of
the rotating table 221, by a predetermined angle about
the rotating axis C; and a scooping blade 2222 that is
driven so as to scoop the powder M stopped by the stop-
per 2221, outward in the radial direction of the rotating
table 221. Further, on the basis of an external signal, the
scooper 222 can be moved by a drive mechanism (not
shown) between: a scooping position X1 at which the
scooper 222 scoops the powder M put on the rotating
table 221; and a retraction position X2 at which the scoop-
er 222 is spaced apart from the rotating table 221. Note
that the stopper 2221 abuts against the concave portion
2211 of the rotating table 221 at the scooping position
X1, and is spaced apart from the concave portion 2211
thereof at the retraction position X2.
[0024] A distributing operation of the powder distribut-
ing portion 2 thus configured is described. First, the pow-
der M is supplied from each powder supplying portion 21
to each powder dividing portion 22. Specifically, a user
puts the powder M into the hopper 211. Then, the rotating
table 221 is rotated about the rotating axis C at a constant
speed. In this state, the feeder 212 is driven to supply a
constant amount of the powder M to the rotating table
221. Consequently, the powder M is supplied from the
feeder 212 to the concave portion 2211 of the rotating
table 221, whereby a uniform amount of the powder M
is put in the concave portion 2211 thereof in the circum-
ferential direction.
[0025] Subsequently, each powder dividing portion 22
divides the powder M. Specifically, the scooper 222 is
moved from the retraction position X2 to the scooping
position X1, whereby the stopper 2221 abuts against the
concave portion 2211. In this state, the rotating table 221
is rotated by a predetermined angle (for example, 18°).
As a result, an amount of the powder M is stopped by

the stopper 2221, the amount corresponding to the pre-
determined angle. Then, the scooping blade 2222 is driv-
en to scoop the powder M stopped by the stopper 2221,
outward in the radial direction from the concave portion
2211. In this way, the powder distributing portion 2 divides
the powder M into a plurality of portions by a predeter-
mined dose, and distributes each dose of the powder M
to the dispensing and packing portion 4.
[0026] The tablet distributing portion 3 includes a tablet
dividing and supplying portion 31 having 48 divisional
cells 311. The divisional cells 311 are each provided with
an openable and closable bottom plate. The bottom
plates are designed to sequentially intermittently open
above a chute (not shown) provided below the tablet di-
viding and supplying portion 31. With this design, the
tablets in the divisional cells 311 are distributed from the
chute to the dispensing and packing portion 4 via a route
(not shown).
[0027] The dispensing and packing portion 4 includes:
a common hopper 41 through which the powder M and
the tablets respectively distributed by the powder distrib-
uting portion 2 and the tablet distributing portion 3 pass;
and a heat sealer 42 that dispenses and packs each dose
of the powder M and the tablets using the packing paper
P. In the dispensing and packing portion 4, one dose of
the powder M scooped from the concave portion 2211
of each rotating table 221 and one dose of the tablets
ejected from each divisional cell 311 of the tablet dividing
and supplying portion 31 are put onto the packing paper
P through the common hopper 41, and are dispensed
and packed by the heat sealer 42.
[0028] The printing portion 5 prints, for example, us-
age, patient information, doctor’s directions, and the like
on the surface of the packing paper P. The printing portion
5 is placed upstream of the common hopper 41 in the
feeding direction of the packing paper P. A personal com-
puter (to be described later) is used as the input portion
7 for outputting print items to the printing portion 5.
[0029] As illustrated in FIG. 3, the control portion 6 in-
cludes: a drive controlling portion 61 that controls the
drive of the powder distributing portion 2, the tablet dis-
tributing portion 3, and the dispensing and packing por-
tion 4; and an input controlling portion 62 that transmits
prescription information to the drive controlling portion
61. The drive controlling portion 61 is a CPU built in the
medicine dispensing and packing apparatus 1. The drive
controlling portion 61 controls the drive of the powder
distributing portion 2, the tablet distributing portion 3, and
the dispensing and packing portion 4 on the basis of the
inputted and set prescription information. The input con-
trolling portion 62 is a CPU of an external personal com-
puter connected to the medicine dispensing and packing
apparatus 1.
[0030] Here, the personal computer functions as the
input portion 7 for inputting the prescription information.
Specifically, a touch panel is used for the input portion 7
(personal computer). That is, the input portion 7 (personal
computer) includes: an input screen 8 (touch panel) to
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be operated by the user to input the prescription infor-
mation; and the input controlling portion 62 (CPU) that
transmits the inputted prescription information to the
drive controlling portion 61. The prescription information
inputted by a user’s operation on the input screen 8 is
checked and set by the drive controlling portion 61. The
drive controlling portion 61 controls the respective por-
tions on the basis of the settings. Further, the input con-
trolling portion 62 controls the printing portion 5. Specif-
ically, when print items are inputted on the input screen
8, the input controlling portion 62 controls the drive of the
printing portion 5 on the basis of the inputted print items.
[0031] Here, the input screen 8 for inputting the pre-
scription information is described.
[0032] The input screen 8 is a touch-panel screen, and
the selection of items to be printed on the packing paper
P and the input of the prescription information can be
performed by a user’s touch operation on this screen.
The input screen 8 is designed to be switchable among
a print item selection screen 81 illustrated in FIG. 4, a
usage input screen 82 illustrated in FIG. 5, a dispensing
and packing information input screen 83 illustrated in
FIG. 6, and an operation screen 84 illustrated in FIG. 7.
[0033] The print item selection screen 81 is a screen
for selecting items to be printed on the packing paper P
by the printing portion 5. The items to be printed on the
packing paper P by the printing portion 5 are usage, a
date, patient information, a medicine name, and direc-
tions. One or more or all of these items can be selected
on the print item selection screen 81.
[0034] Specifically, as illustrated in FIG. 4, print item
selection keys 811 respectively corresponding to a plu-
rality of set print patterns are displayed as a print item
selection portion on the print item selection screen 81.
Specifically, the following keys are displayed as the print
item selection keys 811 on the print item selection screen
81: a usage key a1 for printing only the usage; a date/pa-
tient/usage key a2 for printing the date, the patient infor-
mation, and the usage; a direction/usage key a3 for print-
ing the directions and the usage; a direction key a4 for
printing only the directions; a patient/usage key a5 for
printing the patient information and the usage; a pa-
tient/usage/direction key a6 for printing the patient infor-
mation, the usage, and the directions; a patient/us-
age/medicine key a7 for printing the patient information,
the usage, and the medicine name; and an all-item key
a8 for printing all the items.
[0035] When a desired key of the print item selection
keys 811 is selected on the print item selection screen
81 thus configured, the input controlling portion 62 sets
item(s) corresponding to the selected key, as the print
item(s), and outputs the set item(s) to the printing portion
5. In FIG. 4, the usage key a1 is selected. Note that the
print item selection screen 81 includes an operation panel
key 812 in addition to the print item selection keys 811,
and is switched to the operation screen 84 when the op-
eration panel key 812 is selected.
[0036] The usage input screen 82 is a screen for in-

putting usage information of the prescription information.
Here, the usage information is information concerning
the usage including: an administration date indicating the
date of first administration; a daily frequency indicating
the frequency of administration of one day; a duration/fre-
quency indicating the number of days of administration;
a packet count indicating the number of packets; and an
administration timing indicating the period of time of ad-
ministration. These pieces of information can be inputted
and displayed on the usage input screen 82.
[0037] Specifically, as illustrated in FIG. 5, the following
fields are displayed as a usage input portion 821 on the
usage input screen 82: an administration date input field
8211 for inputting the administration date; a daily fre-
quency input field 8212 for inputting the daily frequency;
a duration/frequency input field 8213 for inputting the du-
ration/frequency; a packet count display field 8214 for
displaying the number of packets; and an administration
timing input field 8215 for inputting the administration tim-
ing. When the user operates these fields, the usage in-
formation can be inputted and displayed on the usage
input screen 82.
[0038] In the administration date input field 8211, the
date of first administration can be inputted by a user’s
operation on a numeric keypad (not shown) or a calendar
(not shown) displayed on the screen. In the daily frequen-
cy input field 8212 and the duration/frequency input field
8213, the frequency or the duration based on the contents
of prescription can be inputted by a user’s operation on
a numeric keypad (not shown) displayed on the screen.
In the administration timing input field 8215, timing keys
respectively corresponding to a plurality of set adminis-
tration timings are displayed. Specifically, the following
keys are displayed as the timing keys in the administra-
tion timing input field 8215: an after-each-meal key b1;
a before-each-meal key b2; a two-hour after-each-meal
key b3; an after-breakfast, after-lunch, before-bedtime
key b4; an after-breakfast, after-dinner, before-bedtime
key b5; and an other-usage key b6. The user selects a
key corresponding to a desired administration timing from
among these keys such that the administration timing
can be inputted.
[0039] Note that, when numerical values are respec-
tively inputted to the daily frequency input field 8212 and
the duration/frequency input field 8213, the total number
of packets obtained by these numerical values is dis-
played in the packet count display field 8214. That is, in
the present embodiment, a number-of-packet input por-
tion 821A for enabling the user to input the number of
packets includes the daily frequency input field 8212, the
duration/frequency input field 8213, and the packet count
display field 8214. When numerical values are respec-
tively inputted to the daily frequency input field 8212 and
the duration/frequency input field 8213, the total number
of packets is calculated from these numerical values, and
is displayed in the packet count display field 8214. Note
that the number of packets may be directly inputted by a
user’s operation on the packet count display field 8214.
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[0040] Further, an administration timing display field
822 for displaying a selected administration timing is dis-
played on the usage input screen 82. The administration
timing display field 822 enables the user to check the
contents of an administration timing inputted by his/her
operation on the daily frequency input field 8212 and the
administration timing input field 8215. Further, a next key
823 for proceeding to the next procedure is displayed on
the usage input screen 82.
[0041] The dispensing and packing information input
screen 83 is a screen for inputting dispensing and pack-
ing information of the prescription information. Here, the
dispensing and packing information is information includ-
ing: a dispensing and packing type for tablets and pow-
der; a method of using the plurality of powder dividing
portions 22; a dispensing and packing speed; the number
of empty packets formed between the current dispensing
and packing work and the next dispensing and packing
work; and the width of the packing paper P used for the
dispensing and packing. These pieces of information can
be inputted and displayed on the dispensing and packing
information input screen 83.
[0042] A plurality of dispensing and packing types,
such as dispensing and packing of only powder, dispens-
ing and packing of only tablets, simultaneous dispensing
and packing (common packing) of tablets and powder,
and individual dispensing and packing (separate pack-
ing) of tablets and powder, are set as the dispensing and
packing type of the present embodiment. A plurality of
use patterns, such as use of only any one of the two
powder dividing portions 22, simultaneous use of the two,
successive use of one and the other of the two (to be
described later), and automatic use of the two, are set
as the method of using the plurality of powder dividing
portions 22. A high speed, a standard speed, a low speed,
and an arbitrary speed are set as the dispensing and
packing speed. 0 packets (no empty packet), 1 packet,
and 3 packets are set as the number of empty packets.
60 mm, 70 mm, 80 mm (which is a standard paper width),
and 90 mm are set as the paper width.
[0043] As illustrated in FIG. 6, a dispensing and pack-
ing information input portion 831 for enabling the user to
input the dispensing and packing information is displayed
on the dispensing and packing information input screen
83 for enabling the user to input the dispensing and pack-
ing information. The dispensing and packing information
input portion 831 includes: a dispensing and packing type
input portion 8311 for inputting the dispensing and pack-
ing type; a using method input portion 8312 for inputting
the using method; a dispensing and packing speed input
portion 8313 for inputting the dispensing and packing
speed; an empty packet input portion 8314 for inputting
an empty packet count; and a paper width input portion
8315 for inputting the paper width.
[0044] The dispensing and packing type input portion
8311 includes type selection keys c0 respectively corre-
sponding to a plurality of practicable dispensing and
packing types. Specifically, the dispensing and packing

type input portion 8311 includes, as the type selection
keys c0: a powder key c1 for setting the dispensing and
packing type for only powder; a tablet key c2 for setting
the dispensing and packing type for only tablets; a com-
mon packing key c3 for setting the simultaneous dispens-
ing and packing; and a separate packing key c4 for setting
the individual dispensing and packing. The user selects
a key corresponding to a desired dispensing and packing
type from among these keys such that the dispensing
and packing type can be inputted.
[0045] The using method input portion 8312 includes
method selection keys d0 respectively corresponding to
a plurality of practicable using methods. Specifically, the
using method input portion 8312 includes, as the method
selection keys d0: a left use key d1 for using only one of
the powder dividing portions 22; a right use key d2 for
using only the other of the powder dividing portions 22;
a simultaneous use key d3 for simultaneously using both
the powder dividing portions 22; a consecutive use key
d4 for consecutively using both the powder dividing por-
tions 22; and an automatic use key d5 for automatically
selecting the using method by the control portion 6. The
user selects a key corresponding to a desired using meth-
od from among these keys such that the using method
can be inputted. Note that, in the present embodiment,
the consecutive use key d4 functions as a dividing portion
use instruction input portion 7 for inputting an instruction
to perform dispensing and packing using the plurality of
powder dividing portions 22. The consecutive use key d4
is not normally displayed on the dispensing and packing
information input screen 83, and is displayed in an oper-
able state (selectable state) in the case where a large
number of packets is inputted on the usage input screen
82.
[0046] The dispensing and packing speed input portion
8313 includes speed selection keys e0 respectively cor-
responding to a plurality of set dispensing and packing
speeds. Specifically, the dispensing and packing speed
input portion 8313 includes, as the speed selection keys
e0: a standard key e1 for setting a standard dispensing
and packing speed; a high-speed key e2 for setting a
speed higher than the standard speed; and a low-speed
key e3 for setting a speed lower than the standard speed.
Further, the dispensing and packing speed input portion
8313 includes a speed input key e4 for inputting an ar-
bitrary dispensing and packing speed.
[0047] The user selects any key of the standard key
e1, the high-speed key e2, and the low-speed key e3 in
the dispensing and packing speed input portion 8313
such that the dispensing and packing speed set corre-
spondingly to the selected key can be inputted. Then,
the user selects the speed input key e4 such that an
arbitrary dispensing and packing speed can be inputted
by a user’s operation on a numeric keypad (not shown)
displayed on the screen.
[0048] The empty packet input portion 8314 includes
empty packet keys f0 respectively corresponding to a
plurality of set empty packet counts. Specifically, the
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empty packet input portion 8314 includes, as the empty
packet keys f0, a 0-packet key f1, a 1-packet key f2, and
a 3-packet key f3. The user selects a key corresponding
to a desired empty packet count from among these keys
such that the empty packet count can be inputted.
[0049] The paper width input portion 8315 includes pa-
per width keys g0 respectively corresponding to a plural-
ity of set paper widths. Specifically, the paper width input
portion 8315 includes, as the paper width keys g0, a 60
key g1, a 70 key g2, a 80 key g3 (standard key e1), and
a 90 key g4. The user selects a key corresponding to the
width of the packing paper P used for the dispensing and
packing from among these keys such that the paper width
can be inputted.
[0050] Further, the following portions and key are dis-
played on the dispensing and packing information input
screen 83: a number-of-packet display portion 832 for
displaying the number of packets; a print check portion
833 for checking contents to be printed on the packing
paper P; a miscellaneous other-condition input portion
834 for inputting conditions concerning cleaning, locking,
a cutter, and deposition spreading; and a confirmation
key 835 for confirming the inputted usage information
and the inputted dispensing and packing information.
[0051] Note that, in the present embodiment, the usage
input screen 82 and the dispensing and packing informa-
tion input screen 83 are displayed as tabs so as to overlap
with each other within one screen. These input screens
can be switched therebetween by selecting any of the
tabs on the one screen.
[0052] The operation screen 84 is a screen for chang-
ing (inputting again) dispensing and packing conditions
(for example, the method of using the plurality of powder
dividing portions 22 and the numbers of packets to be
dispensed and packed by the powder dividing portions
22) that have already been confirmed. Specifically, as
illustrated in FIG. 7, the following portions are displayed
on the operation screen 84: a using method change por-
tion 841 for changing the method of using the plurality of
powder dividing portions 22; and a number-of-packet
change portion 842 for changing the numbers of packets
to be dispensed and packed by the powder dividing por-
tions 22 (in other words, the number of divisions of the
powder dividing portions 22).
[0053] The using method change portion 841 serves
to change (select again) the using method inputted
through the using method input portion 8312. Hence, sim-
ilarly to the using method input portion 8312, the using
method change portion 841 includes a left use key h1, a
right use key h2, and a simultaneous use key h3 (see
FIG. 8). Further, the using method change portion 841
includes a dividing portion order input portion 8411 for
changing (inputting) the order of use of the plurality of
powder dividing portions 22 in the case of the consecutive
use in which the plurality of powder dividing portions 22
are consecutively used. In the present embodiment, the
dividing portion order input portion 8411 includes: a first
order key h4 for first using the one of the two powder

dividing portions 22 and then using the other thereof; and
a second order key h5 for first using the other thereof
and then using the one thereof. The dividing portion order
input portion 8411 (the first order key h4 and the second
order key h5) is not normally displayed on the operation
screen 84, and is displayed in an operable state (selecta-
ble state) in the case where the consecutive use key d4
is selected in the using method input portion 8312 of the
dispensing and packing information input screen 83 and
where the consecutive use of the plurality of powder di-
viding portions 22 is inputted.
[0054] The number-of-packet change portion 842
serves to change the numbers of packets to be dispensed
and packed by the powder dividing portions 22. The
number-of-packet change portion 842 includes a plurality
of packet count display portions 8421 for respectively
displaying the numbers of packets of the powder dividing
portions 22, the packet count display portions 8421 re-
spectively corresponding to the powder dividing portions
22. In each packet count display portion 8421, as illus-
trated in FIG. 9, the number of packets to be dispensed
and packed by the corresponding powder dividing portion
22 can be changed by a user’s operation on a numeric
keypad displayed on the operation screen 84. Further,
in the case where the consecutive use is set, the packet
count display portions 8421 respectively corresponding
to the plurality of consecutively used powder dividing por-
tions 22 are displayed in an operable state in the number-
of-packet change portion 842. Moreover, when the user
operates the packet count display portion 8421 corre-
sponding to the one (or the other) of the powder dividing
portions 22 to change the number of packets of the one
(or the other) thereof, the number of packets of the packet
count display portion 8421 corresponding to the other (or
the one) of the powder dividing portions 22 is also
changed on the basis of the contents of change and the
total number of packets. Note that, in the case where the
consecutive use is set, the packet count display portions
8421 that are provided so as to respectively correspond
to the powder dividing portions 22 function as allocation
display portions for displaying the numbers of packets
respectively allocated to the plurality of consecutively
used powder dividing portions 22.
[0055] Further, the following portions and key are dis-
played on the operation screen 84: a supply speed
change portion 843 for changing the supply speeds of
the powder supplying portions 21 (specifically, the feed-
ers 212); a supply adjustment portion 844 for monitoring
and adjusting supply conditions (deposition conditions)
of the powder that is supplied from the powder supplying
portions 21 to the powder dividing portions 22; and a start
key 845 for starting dispensing and packing or completing
a reservation thereof. Note that, in the present embodi-
ment, not only the current dispensing and packing con-
ditions but also the next reserved dispensing and packing
conditions and the dispensing and packing conditions
reserved after the next can be switchingly displayed and
changed on the operation screen 84.
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[0056] The medicine dispensing and packing appara-
tus 1 configured as described above can dispense and
pack the tablets and the powder M. In particular, even in
the case where a large number of packets that exceeds
the maximum number of divisions by which one powder
dividing portion 22 can divide the powder M is inputted,
the medicine dispensing and packing apparatus 1 makes
allocations of the large number of packets to the plurality
of powder dividing portions 22, and consecutively uses
the powder dividing portions 22, whereby the medicine
dispensing and packing apparatus 1 can dispense and
pack an amount of the powder M corresponding to the
large number of packets, within one flow of dispensing
and packing work. Here, a procedure for dispensing and
packing the amount of the powder M corresponding to
the large number of packets is described with reference
to the input screen 8 illustrated in FIGS. 4 to 9 and a flow
chart of FIG. 10. Note that the flow chart of FIG. 10 illus-
trates a procedure for an allocation to each powder di-
viding portion 22 in the case where the large number of
packets is inputted.
[0057] First, as illustrated in FIG. 4, the user operates
the print item selection screen 81 to select items to be
printed on the packing paper P. In FIG. 4, because the
usage key a1 is selected, the input controlling portion 62
controls the printing portion 5 to print only the usage.
Upon the selection of the key, the print item selection
screen 81 is switched to the usage input screen 82.
[0058] Subsequently, the user operates the input
screen 8 to input the number of packets. The number of
packets inputted in this case is a number larger than the
maximum number of divisions (specifically, 93 packets)
by which one powder dividing portion 22 can divide the
powder M (Step 1 in FIG. 10). Specifically, the user op-
erates the number-of-packet input portion 821A of the
usage input screen 82 to input the number of packets in
the current dispensing and packing work. In FIG. 5, the
user inputs the frequency of administration of one day
"3" to the daily frequency input field 8212, and inputs the
number of days of administration "45" to the duration/fre-
quency input field 8213. As a result, the total number of
packets in the current dispensing and packing work is
calculated, and "135" is displayed in the packet count
display field 8214. Note that the date of first administra-
tion is inputted to the administration date input field 8211,
and a predetermined timing key (in FIG. 5, the after-each-
meal key b1) is selected in the administration timing input
field 8215. Then, the next key 823 is selected so that the
procedure goes to the next step.
[0059] Subsequently, when the number of packets is
inputted, the control portion 6 determines whether or not
the inputted number of packets is larger than the maxi-
mum number of divisions by which one powder dividing
portion 22 can divide (dispense and pack) the powder M
(Step 2 in FIG. 10). Specifically, when the next key 823
of the usage input screen 82 is selected, the input con-
trolling portion 62 determines whether or not the inputted
number of packets "135" is larger than the maximum

number of divisions, and is equal to or less than the sum
of the maximum numbers of divisions of the plurality of
powder dividing portions 22. Along with this, the input
controlling portion 62 switches the input screen 8 from
the usage input screen 82 to the dispensing and packing
information input screen 83. Note that, in the present em-
bodiment, the maximum number of divisions is "93", and
the sum of the maximum numbers of divisions is "186"
because the number of the provided powder dividing por-
tions 22 is two.
[0060] Here, in the case where the inputted number of
packets is a value that is larger than the maximum
number of divisions and is smaller than the sum of the
maximum numbers of divisions of the plurality of powder
dividing portions 22 (in the case of the present embodi-
ment), as illustrated in FIG. 6, the input controlling portion
62 displays the consecutive use key d4 as the dividing
portion use instruction input portion 7 in an operable
state, in the dispensing and packing information input
portion 831 of the dispensing and packing information
input screen 83 (Step 3 in FIG. 10). In the case where
the inputted number of packets is not such a value, the
consecutive use key d4 is not displayed, the procedure
proceeds to Step 6 in FIG. 10 upon the completion of the
input of the dispensing and packing information, and the
operation screen 84 is displayed.
[0061] Subsequently, the user operates the dispensing
and packing information input screen 83 to input the dis-
pensing and packing information (see FIG. 6). Specifi-
cally, the user selects one of the keys in the dispensing
and packing type input portion 8311, in accordance with
the dispensing and packing type to be adopted in the
dispensing and packing work. In FIG. 6, the powder key
c1 for setting the dispensing and packing type for only
powder is selected. Then, the user selects one of the
keys in the using method input portion 8312, in accord-
ance with the method of using the plurality of powder
dividing portions 22 to be adopted in the dispensing and
packing work. Here, in the present embodiment, the plu-
rality of powder dividing portions 22 are consecutively
used to dispense and pack the amount of the powder M
corresponding to the large number of packets. Hence,
the consecutive use key d4 as the dividing portion use
instruction input portion 7 is selected, whereby a dividing
portion use instruction is inputted.
[0062] Note that one of the keys in each of the dispens-
ing and packing speed input portion 8313, the empty
packet input portion 8314, and the paper width input por-
tion 8315 is selected, and miscellaneous other conditions
are inputted by operating the miscellaneous other-con-
dition input portion 834. Further, a print layout view cor-
responding to the print items selected on the print item
selection screen 81 is displayed in the print check portion
833 of the dispensing and packing information input
screen 83. Hence, the user can easily check the contents
to be printed. Upon the completion of the input and check
on the dispensing and packing information input screen
83, the confirmation key 835 is selected, and the inputted
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prescription information (the usage information and the
dispensing and packing information) is transmitted from
the input controlling portion 62 to the drive controlling
portion 61.
[0063] Subsequently, upon the reception of the pre-
scription information, the drive controlling portion 61
checks the contents of the received prescription informa-
tion. Specifically, the drive controlling portion 61 deter-
mines whether or not the consecutive use key d4 is se-
lected (Step 4 in FIG. 10). In the case where the consec-
utive use key d4 is selected, the drive controlling portion
61 instructs the input controlling portion 62 to display the
first order key h4 and the second order key h5 as the
dividing portion order input portion 8411 in an operable
state, in the using method change portion 841 of the op-
eration screen 84.
[0064] Here, a number of packets that exceeds the
maximum number of divisions of one powder dividing
portion 22 is inputted, and an instruction to perform dis-
pensing and packing using the plurality of powder divid-
ing portions 22 is given. Hence, the drive controlling por-
tion 61 makes allocations of the inputted number of pack-
ets to the plurality of powder dividing portions 22. Spe-
cifically, the drive controlling portion 61 allocates a given
number of packets to each powder dividing portion 22,
within a range not exceeding the maximum number of
divisions (in the present embodiment, "93") of one pow-
der dividing portion 22. Note that the drive controlling
portion 61 equally makes such allocations to the plurality
of powder dividing portions 22. Specifically, in the case
where the inputted number of packets is an even number,
the drive controlling portion 61 allocates the same
number of packets to each of the two powder dividing
portions 22. In the case where the inputted number of
packets is an odd number as in the present embodiment,
the drive controlling portion 61 makes the number of
packets allocated to the one of the powder dividing por-
tions 22 larger by one than the number of packets allo-
cated to the other of the powder dividing portions 22.
Further, the drive controlling portion 61 sets the respec-
tive supply speeds of the powder supplying portions 21
to the same speed.
[0065] Further, the drive controlling portion 61 instructs
the input controlling portion 62 to cause the packet count
display portions 8421 respectively corresponding to the
plurality of used powder dividing portions 22 to: function
as the allocation display portions; and display, in an in-
teger format, the numbers of packets respectively allo-
cated to the powder dividing portions 22 in an operable
state (Step 5 in FIG. 10). Note that, as described above,
the drive controlling portion 61 equally makes allocations
of the inputted number of packets to the plurality of pow-
der dividing portions 22. Hence, the numbers of packets
that are respectively displayed in the packet count display
portions 8421, 8421 as the allocation display portions are
integers and equal numbers (which are the same as each
other in the case where the inputted number of packets
is an even number, and are different from each other by

one in the case where the inputted number of packets is
an odd number).
[0066] On the other hand, in the case where the con-
secutive use key d4 is not selected, the drive controlling
portion 61 does not display the dividing portion order input
portion 8411, and displays only the use keys. Further,
the drive controlling portion 61 instructs the input control-
ling portion 62 to cause the packet count display portions
8421 not to function as the allocation display portions but
to function simply for the packet count display (Step 6 in
FIG. 10). Note that the drive controlling portion 61 checks
as appropriate other contents of the prescription infor-
mation, and transmits the resultant check signals to the
input controlling portion 62. As a result, the inputted pre-
scription information is set to the medicine dispensing
and packing apparatus 1, and the input screen 8 is
switched from the dispensing and packing information
input screen 83 to the operation screen 84.
[0067] Subsequently, the user operates the operation
screen 84 to change the contents of settings as needed
(Steps 7 and 8 in FIG. 10). In the present embodiment,
in the case where the plurality of powder dividing portions
22 are consecutively used, the control portion 6 automat-
ically sets the order of use of the plurality of powder di-
viding portions 22. Specifically, when a number of pack-
ets that exceeds the maximum number of divisions of
one powder dividing portion 22 is inputted and when an
instruction to perform dispensing and packing using the
plurality of powder dividing portions 22 is given, the drive
controlling portion 61 sets the order of use of the plurality
of powder dividing portions 22 such that a powder dividing
portion 22 different from the powder dividing portion 22
used in the dispensing and packing work immediately
before the current dispensing and packing work is pref-
erentially used. The automatically set order can be
changed by a user’s operation on the operation screen
84. Specifically, when the user operates the using meth-
od change portion 841 of the operation screen 84, the
first order key h4 and the second order key h5 as the
dividing portion order input portion 8411 are displayed
as a window. When the user selects one of these keys,
the order of use can be selected (changed) (see FIG. 8).
[0068] Further, when the user operates the number-
of-packet change portion 842 of the operation screen 84,
the numbers of packets respectively allocated to the plu-
rality of powder dividing portions 22 can be changed. In
the present embodiment, in the case where the plurality
of powder dividing portions 22 are consecutively used,
the control portion 6 equally makes allocations of the in-
putted number of packets to the plurality of powder di-
viding portions 22. Then, the allocated number of packets
(integer) is displayed in the packet count display portion
8421 that functions as the allocation display portion of
each powder dividing portion 22. In FIG. 7, "68" is dis-
played in the packet count display portion 8421 of the
one of the powder dividing portions 22, and "67" is dis-
played in the packet count display portion 8421 of the
other of the powder dividing portions 22. When the user
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operates the packet count display portions 8421 thus
configured, the numbers of packets respectively allocat-
ed to the powder dividing portions 22 can be changed
within a range not exceeding the maximum number of
divisions. Specifically, as illustrated in FIG. 9, when the
user operates each packet count display portion 8421 of
the operation screen 84, a numeric keypad is displayed
on the operation screen 84, and the allocated number of
packets can be adjusted (changed) by a user’s operation
on the numeric keypad. Note that, in FIG. 9, the packet
count display portion 8421 of the other of the powder
dividing portions 22 is operated, and the number of pack-
ets of the other of the powder dividing portions 22 is
changed from "67" to "50". Then, along with this change,
the number of packets of the one of the powder dividing
portions 22 is changed from "68" to "85".
[0069] When such a change in the contents of settings
through a user’s operation on the operation screen 84 is
recognized by the input controlling portion 62 (Step 7 in
FIG. 10), the contents of change are transmitted from the
input controlling portion 62 to the drive controlling portion
61, and the drive controlling portion 61 changes the pre-
viously made settings (Step 8 in FIG. 10). Then, accord-
ing to the display of the numbers of packets (specifically,
the display of the packet count display portions 8421)
respectively allocated to the powder dividing portions 22,
the user weighs the powder M, and puts the weighed
powder M into each hopper 211. After that, when the user
selects the start key 845 of the operation screen 84, the
dispensing and packing is started, or the dispensing and
packing reservation is completed (Step 9 in FIG. 10).
Note that, in the case where there is no change in the
contents of settings, the dispensing and packing is start-
ed, or the dispensing and packing reservation is com-
pleted upon the selection of the start key 845 of the op-
eration screen 84.
[0070] Note that, in the case where the inputted
number of packets of tablets exceeds the maximum
number of packets (48 packets) of the tablet dividing and
supplying portion 31, the tablet dividing and supplying
portion 31 is repetitively used until the dispensing and
packing for the inputted number of packets is completed.
[0071] In the medicine dispensing and packing appa-
ratus 1 configured as described above, when the user
such as a pharmacist operates the usage input screen
82 to input, as the usage information, a number of packets
larger than the maximum number of divisions by which
one powder dividing portion 22 can divide the powder M
and when the user operates the dispensing and packing
information input screen 83 to input, as the dispensing
and packing information, a dividing portion use instruc-
tion on the consecutive use of the plurality of powder
dividing portions 22, the control portion 6 makes alloca-
tions of the inputted large number of packets to the pow-
der dividing portions 22 within a range not exceeding the
maximum number of divisions, and controls the powder
supplying portions 21, the plurality of powder dividing por-
tions 22, and the dispensing and packing portion 4 on

the basis of the allocations. Accordingly, the user such
as a pharmacist does not need to repetitively perform
troublesome input and calculation, and can perform the
dispensing and packing work through a simple screen
operation.
[0072] Further, the usage input screen 82 is provided
with the number-of-packet input portion 821A for input-
ting the number of packets, and, when the large number
of packets is inputted by operating the number-of-packet
input portion 821A, the consecutive use key d4 as the
dividing portion use instruction input portion 7 is dis-
played in an operable state on the dispensing and pack-
ing information input screen 83. Hence, the user can op-
erate the number-of-packet input portion 821A to input
the number of packets on the usage input screen 82, and
can operate the consecutive use key d4 to input the di-
viding portion use instruction on the dispensing and pack-
ing information input screen 83. Such input work is sim-
ple. Further, the consecutive use key d4, which is not
normally displayed, is displayed in an operable state on
the dispensing and packing information input screen 83
only in the case where the large number of packets is
inputted on the usage input screen 82. Hence, an erro-
neous operation can be reliably prevented.
[0073] Furthermore, when the large number of packets
is inputted on the usage input screen 82 and when the
consecutive use key d4 is selected and the dividing por-
tion use instruction is inputted on the dispensing and
packing information input screen 83, the dividing portion
order input portion 8411 for giving an instruction on the
order of use of the plurality of powder dividing portions
22 is displayed in an operable state on the operation
screen 84. Hence, the user can set the order of use of
the plurality of powder dividing portions 22 through a sim-
ple panel operation. Further, because the powder divid-
ing portions 22 are used according to the order, the dis-
pensing and packing can be efficiently performed.
[0074] Still further, the operation screen 84 is provided
with the packet count display portions 8421 that function
as the allocation display portions so as to respectively
correspond to the powder dividing portions 22, and hence
the numbers of packets respectively allocated to the pow-
der dividing portions 22 can be easily checked.
[0075] Further, the allocations of the large number of
packets to the powder dividing portions 22 are equally
made. Hence, loads on the powder dividing portions 22
can be distributed, and therefore the durability of the ap-
paratus can be improved. Further, when the allocations
are equally made, the amounts of powder to be respec-
tively put into the hoppers 211 are also equal. Hence,
the powder can be easily weighed, and the workload can
be suppressed.
[0076] Furthermore, when the plurality of powder di-
viding portions 22 are consecutively used, a powder di-
viding portion 22 other than the powder dividing portion
22 used in the last dispensing and packing work is pref-
erentially used. Hence, long-term continuous drive of one
powder dividing portion 22 can be avoided, and therefore
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the durability of the apparatus can be improved. Further,
when the powder M is supplied in advance from the pow-
der supplying portion 21 to a powder dividing portion 22
that is not used in the last dispensing and packing work,
the next dispensing and packing work (powder dividing
work) can be started immediately after the end of the last
dispensing and packing work, and the work efficiency
can be improved. That is, a powder dividing portion 22
that is the one other than the powder dividing portion 22
used in the last dispensing and packing work and is ready
for the dispensing and packing (ready for the powder
supply from the powder supplying portion 21) is prefer-
entially used for the work, whereby the work efficiency
can be improved.
[0077] Hereinabove, an embodiment of the present in-
vention has been described, but the present invention is
not limited to the embodiment, and can be variously
changed within a range not departing from the gist of the
present invention.
[0078] For example, in the present embodiment, de-
scription is given of the case where the consecutive use
key d4 as the dividing portion use instruction input portion
7 is not normally displayed, and is displayed in an oper-
able state when the large number of packets is inputted
by operating the number-of-packet input portion 821A,
but the present invention is not limited thereto. The con-
secutive use key d4 may be normally displayed in an
inoperable state, and the display thereof may be switched
to an operable state when the large number of packets
is inputted by operating the number-of-packet input por-
tion 821A.
[0079] Further, in the present embodiment, description
is given of the case where the dividing portion order input
portion 8411 is not normally displayed, and is displayed
in an operable state when the large number of packets
and the dividing portion use instruction are inputted, but
the present invention is not limited thereto. The dividing
portion order input portion 8411 may be normally dis-
played in an inoperable state, and the display thereof
may be switched to an operable state when the large
number of packets and the dividing portion use instruc-
tion are inputted.
[0080] Furthermore, in the present embodiment, de-
scription is given of the case where the numbers of pack-
ets respectively allocated to the powder dividing portions
22 are equal, but the present invention is not limited there-
to. The numbers of packets respectively allocated to the
powder dividing portions 22 may be unequal. Specifically,
a larger number of packets may be allocated to one pow-
der dividing portion 22, and a smaller number of packets
may be allocated to the other powder dividing portions
22. In this case, the numbers of packets that are integers
and unequal numbers are respectively displayed in the
corresponding allocation display portions.
[0081] Still further, in the present embodiment, de-
scription is given of the case where the control portion 6
is configured by two CPUs (the drive controlling portion
61 and the input controlling portion 62), but the present

invention is not limited thereto. The control portion 6 may
be configured by one CPU.
[0082] Further, in the present embodiment, description
is given of the case where the number of the provided
powder dividing portions 22 is two, but the present inven-
tion is not limited thereto. The number of the provided
powder dividing portions 22 may be three or more. Note
that, in the case where the number of the provided pow-
der dividing portions 22 is two, the large number of pack-
ets is allocated to and dispensed and packed by all the
powder dividing portions 22 (that is, the large number of
packets is dispensed and packed using all the powder
dividing portions 22), whereas, in the case where the
number of the provided powder dividing portions 22 is
three or more, the large number of packets is allocated
to and dispensed and packed by at least two of the pow-
der dividing portions 22 (that is, the large number of pack-
ets is dispensed and packed using at least two of the
powder dividing portions 22).
[0083] Furthermore, in the present embodiment, de-
scription is given of the case where the plurality of powder
dividing portions 22 are consecutively used, but the
present invention is not limited thereto. The plurality of
powder dividing portions 22 may be, for example, alter-
nately used. Further, the medicine dispensing and pack-
ing apparatus 1 may be provided with an interrupt func-
tion, and dispensing and packing work for one consecu-
tive use may be interrupted by different dispensing and
packing work.
[0084] Further, in the present embodiment, the powder
supplying portions 21 are respectively provided for the
powder dividing portions 22 on a one-to-one basis, but
the present invention is not limited thereto. One powder
supplying portion 21 may be provided for the plurality of
powder dividing portions 22.
[0085] The above description is summarized. The
medicine dispensing and packing apparatus 1 according
to the present embodiment includes: the powder supply-
ing portions 21 that supply the powder M; the plurality of
powder dividing portions 22 that divide the powder M
supplied from the powder supplying portions 21, into a
plurality of portions by a predetermined dose; the dis-
pensing and packing portion 4 that dispenses and packs
each dose of the powder M divided by each of the plurality
of powder dividing portions 22; the control portion 6 that
controls the powder supplying portions 21, the plurality
of powder dividing portions 22, and the dispensing and
packing portion 4; and the input portion 7 through which
prescription information is inputted to the control portion
6. The input portion 7 includes the input screen 8 to be
operated by the user to input the prescription information.
In the case where a number of packets larger than the
maximum number of divisions by which one powder di-
viding portion 22 can divide the powder M and a dividing
portion use instruction to dispense and pack the powder
M using the plurality of powder dividing portions 22 are
inputted as the prescription information to the control por-
tion 6 by operating the input screen 8, the control portion
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6 makes allocations of the inputted number of packets
to the powder dividing portions 22 within a range not ex-
ceeding the maximum number of divisions, and controls
the powder supplying portions 21, the plurality of powder
dividing portions 22, and the dispensing and packing por-
tion 4 on the basis of the allocations.
[0086] In the medicine dispensing and packing appa-
ratus 1 configured as described above, when the user
such as a pharmacist operates the input screen 8 of the
input portion 7 to input the number of packets and the
dividing portion use instruction as the prescription infor-
mation, the control portion 6 makes allocations of the
inputted number of packets to the powder dividing por-
tions 22 within a range not exceeding the maximum
number of divisions. Then, the control portion 6 controls
the powder supplying portions 21, the plurality of powder
dividing portions 22, and the dispensing and packing por-
tion 4 to perform dispensing and packing, on the basis
of the allocations.
[0087] Further, in the medicine dispensing and packing
apparatus 1, the number-of-packet input portion 821A
for enabling the user to input the number of packets may
be displayed on the input screen 8. In the case where
the number of packets larger than the maximum number
of divisions is inputted by operating the number-of-packet
input portion 821A, the dividing portion use instruction
input portion 7 for enabling the user to input the dividing
portion use instruction may be displayed in an operable
state on the input screen 8. In the case where the dividing
portion use instruction is inputted by operating the divid-
ing portion use instruction input portion 7, the control por-
tion 6 may consecutively use the plurality of powder di-
viding portions 22 to dispense and pack the powder M,
on the basis of the allocations.
[0088] According to such a configuration, the user can
operate the number-of-packet input portion 821A to input
the number of packets, and can operate the dividing por-
tion use instruction input portion 7 to input the dividing
portion use instruction. Hence, the input work of the user
is simple. Further, in the case where the number of pack-
ets is inputted by operating the number-of-packet input
portion 821A, the dividing portion use instruction input
portion 7 is displayed in an operable state on the input
screen 8. Hence, an erroneous operation of the user can
be reliably prevented.
[0089] Furthermore, in the medicine dispensing and
packing apparatus 1, in the case where the number of
packets and the dividing portion use instruction are in-
putted, the dividing portion order input portion 8411 for
enabling the user to give an instruction on the order of
use of the plurality of powder dividing portions 22 may
be displayed in an operable state on the input screen 8.
The control portion 6 may use the plurality of powder
dividing portions 22 one after another to dispense and
pack the powder M, on the basis of the order on which
the instruction is given by operating the dividing portion
order input portion 8411.
[0090] According to such a configuration, the powder

dividing portions 22 are used one after another. Hence,
the dispensing and packing can be efficiently performed.
[0091] Still further, in the medicine dispensing and
packing apparatus 1, the plurality of allocation display
portions 8421 for displaying the numbers of packets re-
spectively allocated to the powder dividing portions 22
may be displayed on the input screen 8 so as to respec-
tively correspond to the powder dividing portions 22.
[0092] According to such a configuration, the display
of the allocation display portions 8421 enables the user
to check the numbers of packets respectively allocated
to the powder dividing portions 22.
[0093] Further, in the medicine dispensing and packing
apparatus 1, the numbers of packets respectively dis-
played in the allocation display portions 8421 may be
integers.
[0094] Furthermore, in the medicine dispensing and
packing apparatus 1, the numbers of packets respective-
ly displayed in the allocation display portions 8421 may
be equal numbers.
[0095] In this way, in the medicine dispensing and
packing apparatus 1 according to the present embodi-
ment, when the user such as a pharmacist operates the
input screen 8 of the input portion 7 to input the number
of packets and the dividing portion use instruction, the
control portion 6 makes allocations of the inputted
number of packets to the powder dividing portions 22
within a range not exceeding the maximum number of
divisions. Then, the control portion 6 controls the powder
supplying portions 21, the plurality of powder dividing por-
tions 22, and the dispensing and packing portion 4 to
perform dispensing and packing, on the basis of the al-
locations. Hence, the user does not need to repetitively
perform troublesome input and calculation, and can per-
form the dispensing and packing work through a simple
screen operation.

REFERENCE SIGNS LIST

[0096]

1 Medicine dispensing and packing apparatus
2 Powder distributing portion
3 Tablet distributing portion
4 Dispensing and packing portion
5 Printing portion
6 Control portion
7 Input portion (dividing portion use instruction in-

put portion)
8 Input screen
21 Powder supplying portion
211 Hopper
212 Feeder
22 Powder dividing portion
221 Rotating table
222 Scooper
2211 Concave portion
2221 Stopper

21 22 
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2222 Scooping blade
31 Tablet dividing and supplying portion
311 Divisional cell
41 Common hopper
42 Heat sealer
61 Drive controlling portion
62 Input controlling portion
81 Print item selection screen
811 Print item selection key
812 Operation panel key
82 Usage input screen
821 Usage input portion
822 Administration timing display field
823 Next key
8211 Administration date input field
8212 Daily frequency input field
8213 Duration/frequency input field
8214 Packet count display field
8215 Administration timing input field
821A Number-of-packet input portion
84 Operation screen
841 Using method change portion
842 Number-of-packet change portion
843 Supply speed change portion
844 Supply adjustment portion
845 Start key
8411 Dividing portion order input portion
8421 Packet count display portion (allocation display

portion)
P Packing paper
M Powder

Claims

1. A medicine dispensing and packing apparatus com-
prising:

a powder supplying portion that supplies pow-
der;
a plurality of powder dividing portions that divide
the powder supplied from the powder supplying
portion, into a plurality of portions by a predeter-
mined dose;
a dispensing and packing portion that dispenses
and packs each dose of the powder divided by
each of the plurality of powder dividing portions;
a control portion that controls the powder sup-
plying portion, the plurality of powder dividing
portions, and the dispensing and packing por-
tion; and
an input portion through which prescription in-
formation is inputted to the control portion,
wherein
the input portion includes an input screen to be
operated by a user to input the prescription in-
formation, and
in a case where a number of packets larger than

a maximum number of divisions by which one
powder dividing portion can divide the powder
and a dividing portion use instruction to dispense
and pack the powder using the plurality of pow-
der dividing portions are inputted as the pre-
scription information to the control portion by op-
erating the input screen, the control portion
makes allocations of the inputted number of
packets to the powder dividing portions within a
range not exceeding the maximum number of
divisions, and controls the powder supplying
portion, the plurality of powder dividing portions,
and the dispensing and packing portion on a ba-
sis of the allocations.

2. The medicine dispensing and packing apparatus ac-
cording to claim 1, wherein
a number-of-packet input portion for enabling the us-
er to input the number of packets is displayed on the
input screen,
in a case where the number of packets larger than
the maximum number of divisions is inputted by op-
erating the number-of-packet input portion, a divid-
ing portion use instruction input portion for enabling
the user to input the dividing portion use instruction
is displayed in an operable state on the input screen,
and
in a case where the dividing portion use instruction
is inputted by operating the dividing portion use in-
struction input portion, the control portion consecu-
tively uses the plurality of powder dividing portions
to dispense and pack the powder, on the basis of
the allocations.

3. The medicine dispensing and packing apparatus ac-
cording to claim 1 or 2, wherein
in a case where the number of packets and the di-
viding portion use instruction are inputted, a dividing
portion order input portion for enabling the user to
give an instruction on an order of use of the plurality
of powder dividing portions is displayed in an oper-
able state on the input screen, and
the control portion uses the plurality of powder divid-
ing portions one after another to dispense and pack
the powder, on the basis of the order on which the
instruction is given by operating the dividing portion
order input portion.

4. The medicine dispensing and packing apparatus ac-
cording to claim 1 or 2, wherein a plurality of alloca-
tion display portions for displaying the numbers of
packets respectively allocated to the powder dividing
portions are displayed on the input screen so as to
respectively correspond to the powder dividing por-
tions.

5. The medicine dispensing and packing apparatus ac-
cording to claim 3, wherein a plurality of allocation

23 24 
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display portions for displaying the numbers of pack-
ets respectively allocated to the powder dividing por-
tions are displayed on the input screen so as to re-
spectively correspond to the powder dividing por-
tions.

6. The medicine dispensing and packing apparatus ac-
cording to claim 4, wherein the numbers of packets
respectively displayed in the allocation display por-
tions are integers.

7. The medicine dispensing and packing apparatus ac-
cording to claim 6, wherein the numbers of packets
respectively displayed in the allocation display por-
tions are equal numbers.

8. The medicine dispensing and packing apparatus ac-
cording to claim 5, wherein the numbers of packets
respectively displayed in the allocation display por-
tions are integers.

9. The medicine dispensing and packing apparatus ac-
cording to claim 8, wherein the numbers of packets
respectively displayed in the allocation display por-
tions are equal numbers.

25 26 
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